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Sandra Lim

Now, Voyager

I first thought Carol-Anne a pure fury,
or Last Blues. Or everything in the wide world
that was cold, inscrutable, and beastly.
Sometimes she was innocent of metaphor,
just a girl disappearing with the phone into a closet.
Other times she would lead me to the edge
of my human being, where the meaning would be
seeping away, and say with a flourish, Not yet enjoyed!
And it was a relief to be someone so angry,
to put across the distortions without and within.
A journey always appears to hold out the promise
of a rescue, an immense life in the formlessness.
So we come to stand on the deck of an aged ocean liner.
The sea hoards nothing, our senses are alive and bright.
The captain says we are opening into a territory
of raw wishes and the “merely” beautiful,
past heartbreak, transcendence, past return.
How could this territory have anything to do with us?
There is something exciting about it, nevertheless.
Something very wrong and very familiar,
making us stranger and starker to ourselves.
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Jan Beatty

Driving While Wet

I’m driving the parkway thinking of phone sex.
Should I say:
when I grabbed your cock, I knew
it was beautiful
or:
I like how thick your cock is
or:
you will never disappoint me . . .
or:
maybe I’m too obsessively literal for phone sex,
maybe he’s not into it, maybe he’ll think I’m twisted—
like twisted beyond I-thought-she-was-hot-but-now
she’s-a-stalker on the scale of twisted,
and besides:
I’m driving the parkway thinking of what to say
and this is really not safe, I’m too neurotic for this—
and besides:
when I left that night it was still in his pants,
I haven’t seen it yet full-throttle,
was it 100% hard when I shoved
my hand down (he was too slow)

Jan Beatty

because if it was, I need more.
(thick head, smooth and all that) but
you have to have the goods, and
the ‘you will never disappoint me’ stuff
is really a lie, I’m not sure how integrity
figures into phone sex, not sure anymore about my own integrity at times,
but how much persona/how much real?
I could just go with the old boring:
be my whipping boy/let’s play doctor-nurse/
you be conan, I’ll be the barbarian . . .
but that’s dated/white-bread/douche-bag/
and even if this falls/flat—I need it
to be hot/throbbing/like me right now
and I’m driving around wet all day,
wet on Bates Street, wet on Forbes, wild-animal-wet,
having-a-wet-dream-while-awake wet, but my pussy
doesn’t know the lies of the heart and the mind, just the
sugar pie of the body, and the body is no crime so
I dial the phone, say:
I’ve been driving while wet all day
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Jan Beatty

My Sister as Moving Object
after James Allen Hall

my sister is moving in me again
with her long
arms and legs
moving to tell me
she’s still here
inside my body
along with fireballs
free-roaming breath
some days she’s a tanker truck
magnetic
gleaming down my highways
some days
the dark waters

an ocean liner
splitting
today my sister’s particular beauty

rocks the house back to 1965 wearing pink-pink
caked-on lipstick
tight pants
teased-upAnn-Margaret-hair could’ve been anyone’s
sister and was
adopted from another place
she raised me up taught me
the necessary things:
how to mix
water with bourbon
in the picture-frame bar
how to mix
the real and the unreal and make it glisten
sea of submerged heartache
great blanket of sea:
seamount
sluice

sweptback
railbed

from the guyot to the springboard
heart of copper field

nightshade
when she hid her arsonist boyfriend
in the basement closet
(when the cops came looking for him)

Jan Beatty

she taught me the power of a lie:
no, I haven’t seen him
no, not since yesterday she taught me to be visible then follow
the circle down:
fields of snakes

ball bearings
hot spur of escape

axehandles
when she ran downstairs

to tip him off:
now! through the backyards
they won’t look there
she gave & gave early lessons in desire
her and her dark-haired muscle boy
on the rock
behind the shopping center me the lookout air thick
with everything coming his thin teeshirt i watched their mouths:
|torrential| everything i wanted became real in their bodies
today I name the lasting roads: artery toll road road of disguise
she taught me imprisonment
not being a rat:
I took to the heat like a dog to an electric fence don’t go past
the edge of the yard
2 girls blank from no beginnings in combat
so tall the only way to beat her
was to scissor her
between my thick legs and squeeze
tonight the house humming
her particular beauty:
lack of compromise
she grabbed real scissors
stabbed me:
blood sea
sea we never shared
sea of the head thrown back she, later dancing to loud music
said:
do it like this, don’t listen
to what they tell you
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Hideaki Noguchi

Apolysis

The light struggles into
the bathtub, filled with leaves,
men with briefcases lie in puddles, scattered
across the lawn in wet suits, staring—
a thousand girls crawl out of the
dirt and cut V-shape into
the trunks of Maple, dancing naked,
screams of heat in satiates, spreading
their baritone legs:
this manning—this molting,
is outside death.
I step from the water, the
girls are carrying scissors,
the sun continues.

Hideaki Noguchi

Big Future

The boy finds a sparrow
just fallen, pregnant with
worms in front of
our big future
house. The fire started in the
basement, now blooming
in the stairwell, an eel’s
upward motion—the white
of your eye creates
a negative space.
I hear the red trucks arrive
and follow a baby snowflake,
a windless pattern,
before heavy snowfall.
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Hideaki Noguchi

To Brain

I know you
know what I’m
going to write,
you know I’m
you figuring me
out and asking
why? Why did
you let me think
that God was in this
DiGiorno’s pizza?
I believe the
squirrel exploded
in 4th grade because it
never ate my peanut.
Brain, I am an ocean too.
Will your soul show up in
this poem? I think there’s a
dead man in your tub . . .
You made me think
that your ass weighs more
than God. Find a burrito.
I hide my pleasure
of listening to Sheryl Crow
for your intellects, sitting and
eating more words and
people and Japanese cities than
memories. Brain, the poet is
telling me to map you out. Again,
I only see his lamplight underneath
your door. Please file my grandmother,

Hideaki Noguchi

carefully. The heart is dealing with
the lung and America. There’s a
cold-spot, interferences in
your electro-magnetic field.
My hands have stopped searching
for a burrito.
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Jason Bredle

The Penguin Chronicles

Six days a week it’s a sea of black and white. The seventh day
it’s white as far as you can see. Have you ever traveled where the
sun never sets? Have you ever felt the despair of standing on a
sheet of ice with the last Oreo cookie in your hand? I’m all right.
Everything’s fine. I’m not alone. If I learn to hop, squawk, swim
and eat raw fish I think the penguins will consider me a friend. I
hope they tell me where they go on the seventh day. Maybe they’ll
even invite me to go with them. The sky here is always so blue.

Jordan Davis

Eight Goats and a Grapefruit

The goat tells the truth.
That is to say, there are no goat lies
Interfering with the goatmosphere,
The fully realized
Bucket of lightning
Born into an untraceable
Cipher of a name,
The goat doesn’t experience it that way
I know because I was one
I walked up the plank
To the top of the cable spool
And from there surveyed the hillside
Goatlike croupier,
Rake not my winnings
Afore the wheel’s come to a halt
The diffuse irritability of the goat
The goat’s self-hate
The goat does not hate itself
Unless it was a person once
Did you put your time as a goat on your resume?
How do they get out of the pinball machine?
He asks—he is feeling a conflict
And a brand through its dialogue
Grapefruit is completely satisfying
And therefore a disastrous flavor for soda
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Michael Robins

In Kentucky Our Families Grieve

The airport empty, I return to the country
where wooden geese pass the night. There
the late season light is music, so too the style
when you stow your question in the fold,
the fuselage, through the airplane’s course
from a hand. Kentucky, a fifth of gin
is possession, no more than your river
owns the country through which it pours.
Play the journey with commentary, play it
again from my seat by the window. Seizure
fills the view, followed shortly by the plan,
the ploy, the plot. Those of my country are not
as they were, their music stalls each morning
you find an arrow, the feather downstream.
I say fifth of gin as if it were the question,
unfit as fiddle, fire in the overhead bin.
From that very ruin a hand pulls me free.
Before then, I heard dogs barking wildly.

Michael Robins

In the Manner of All Such
Disasters
I imagine the world without tension,
imagine my hands on your never mind
distracted, for the circus carves a ring
by their red shoes, their noses residing.
A feeling nearer song, like cardinals
alongside the window of our bedroom
alarmed, awoken by the broken wing
between my early thirties & notions
my head fits cleanly in a lion’s mouth.
I imagine the world without suture,
without memory: I have but often seen
the horse go down & never stand again.
As if god reaches a pair of tweezers
to pluck the unlucky hair from his field.
I confess I’ll miss kissing you, down here
kinder yet than a kind of instrument.
My handfuls are curled like flamingos
if flamingos had hands. Impish. So cold.
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Jeffrey Allen

cloudtrigger

I.
and the remains of a woman who yet died at her dawn
thunderheads;
			
thunderheads
with		

eyes

hissing buckshot, a handful of pupils
rolling into each other, polished
she steps into the plain, barrel-ready:
the clouds are whetted and edged
just below the brow, early to temple, those cheekbones adrift
			

stirred from the fen, there is a flying

how can you not be seen by the growing night
				
that plucks the feathers from the sky
that hides on your plate shouldered up to the bone?
she sorrys like a gunshot,
			

tonguing the iris to remove the wounding

Jeffrey Allen
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II.
sound out ‘incisor’
storms are hiding in words, tempests tucking in cheeks
she sees
what is swallowed
pushing down
the low pressures, driving rain
		
like mercury, she is frictionless, cloud-eater.
			
Rat God
				
spit zeus
					
choke on olympus
							
give them their fire.
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Amaranth Borsuk

Dear Sore

I’m not avoiding you or your aura of blown
salt. I’ve been eroding your compact language.
Thorny after our last conversation, I considered
your error—you haven’t given yourself
enough rope. Your character needs danger.
The world turns over and falls asleep
before we’ve reached the man enisled. The word
I’d like to see in stanza eight is “arrows.”
We savor the rare and the sharp and serve Sauternes
with Stilton in summer. Therein the problem
with letters (or the point)—we’re severed.
Unavailable for comment, when we return
our work’s been ravished and no one knows.
This reader dearly wants to take a risk.

Amaranth Borsuk

Quince: An Era

Bless me, I am translated somewhere
between Hebrew and French: chabush, a
little mouth, I’m styled for my delectable
exhale. But call me Cydonian Rose, my
family does. I come from a dwarfing
stock; we keep things short. I’m the last
of Aphrodite’s dears. I’m wedding luck.
I’m hearts. I’m another bad domesticated
fruit, a little tart, packed in, preserved in
capucine or copper yellow. Like quoins, I
wedge; like coins, I dazzle (Atalanta lost
it). Yet, for all my bitters, I can cure with
my astringent seeded smack. Listen, I’m
he lion vile that hath here deflowered
my dear. I’m evil livid. I’m that lion vile, I
meant to say, devoured.
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Christopher DeWeese

Heart of 5000 Bear

No king could break me
with speeches or sweetmeats.
No queen could teach me
how to pray and mean it,
even how to meditate.
Even if she was my mother,
my foot would undulate
like the giant country
all our oceans form,
the horizon outside shrinking
into nervous rhetoric
in solidarity with my interior.
The air turns Slovenian,
the palace smells like cinnamon,
and I’m into it.
As a servant, I understand suburbs:
like mine, their biographies
merely parallel the real story
these wet years write
upon the royal tarmac,
driftwood left behind a fierce storm.
It’s March 8, a Saturday.
I’ve been sleeping in this poem
for several weeks,
a pocket history of neon
tucked inside my jacket,
where hardscrabble frontiers
dissipate into acceptable weather.
In my cat-suit, friend,

Christopher DeWeese

I entered manhood
and surveyed all this land
and indeed caused it to be.
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Christopher DeWeese

King Tut

You, Sir, are a criminal.
Sand is spilling from your pants
as if you brought the Sahara back with you.
On the tarmac,
red lights power the vigil.
“Goodnight, Sir,”
the air-traffic controllers are saying
to anyone with headphones.
I can’t stop listening
even after I’m asleep at home,
the altitude meaningless
yet almost certainly parallel
to my own.
There’s a bunker full
of microfiche
buried underneath the library
and I think I want to feel them,
I want to know
what a history is
and what happens then,
some retrospective pictorial
color-coding this city
into a relief of small terrors
and marvels.
Housing ruins outside
their own logical conclusions,
you break scorpions from amber
just to change their poses.
You lose the lost world
again, a wall smashed to souvenirs.

Christopher DeWeese

The distance must be different
when you’re the mountain
and I’m the darkness.
I pray for a numerical way of haunting,
I get so pissed
when you swipe your card,
open up the sarcophagus.
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Izzy Oneiric

The White Dwarf Is Not Only Radiant,
but Rings
Like a gigantic gong
Undergoing constant pulsations.
The compressed heart of an
Asphyxiated sun in Centaurus,
It is now a diamond
Four thousand kilometers wide.
Astronomers have named it Lucy.
In five billion years our sun will die
In the throes of opera, casting arias
And shadows on our well-intentioned
Planet of coffee grounds and busted
Transmissions. A similar fate will befall it.
The star that blinds us, faltering in crosswalks.
Will be a girl’s best friend.
She’ll dream of wearing it on a bracelet.
Astronomers will name it		
.

Izzy Oneiric
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To Cause Defendant to Sell Drugs in
This State, Breniman Kept Changing
the Destination
Meeting place finally agreed on: Whiffle Tree Bar.
Supplier: a man known as “Zorch.”
Breniman, a young man with an unsavory drug history,
admitted telling the defendant he was
				

Struck with such force as to
knock him out of
a chair, kicked, cut.
The cop threatened
to shoot him.
They’d swear that he fell

in trouble.
Amphetamines, sedatives, hallucinogens, marihuana and heroin,
state line designated by a crumbled stone marker.
Victim-turned-informant, fifteen miles north.
One never gets exactly what is asked for.
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Diego Báez

Himmelblau

The ex-German officer and his Argentine wife
arrived just after five and not a moment too soon:
A magnetic chess set askew on the bed, daylight
whitening every black space on the board.
Buenos Aires will steal your breath away
but not before the past catches up to you
and pales in comparison, the way a word
can never check its baggage at the border.

Anne Boyer
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from The Two Thousands

That a woman is a utility and a few guys are a war—that’s like a paper proposing universal
Rome. When it comes to what I want, I would like to impale myself on my superiors. I can’t
promise quality. Has there ever been a trustworthy desire? This is research: it’s called
a binary tree. Athens is the left child, ardor is the right. There are so many transactions
going on right now. On the surface they appear with no lavish processes, but it’s like they
want to kill us. We showed up in the quadrant. Everyone wanted us to die.

Everyone wanted us to die, as if a mere appearance were provocation. These were sad
flocks they admonished and for whom they rehearsed farces or scenes of freedom. They
said “Look at me, I’m free.” It was the hilarity that there exist people who suffer. It was that
a vision could shut down their plant. Whatever we did they were weighing us down with
bullets: the masses are slow when full of lead like that. Please let’s meet. I must speak
to you about an urgent transaction, but I am very sorry because it is about this I cannot
speak.

The masses are slow when full of lead like that. My advice: if your hands are up they’ll
want them by your sides. If your hands are by your sides they’ll want for you to hold them
up high. This is so they can shoot you, also so you’ll grow confused. Everybody is dead
like that, making alliances that are never only genital. You will often not make enough to
live but you will watch them live on power alone. True I have been dead for ages, but I was
born in an eclamptic fit. The creepy thing is how.

The creepy thing is how we came to nail an epic to our door. Eternity is the grossest
idea. The future was so searchable. They said I would holler “We want prenupt” but what
I counted from under my visor turned out to be 8,000 micro amulets, none of them
protective. The city was free of meaning, so what was left? Some districts had a plague
of sleeping. The other districts had a plague of praise. Yes I am doing my best to keep it
together but find myself nodding off in what the critics claimed was an interesting way.
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Anne Boyer

I thought I could make do without obvious formal complexity but make a work that is
undeniable in its drive: this would necessarily involve syntax so I took on the project of
self-education. What book did I write without reading? The entire argument was fronted.
What role was played by invention? Only a kind of libidinal idiocy, a real time exposition
without clothes or guards but no closets and entirely dependent for protection under
these conditions on unreliable social filters and the community of the false. I am falling
asleep in a kind of fogged up long division but

there’s this reckoning thing going on. If I were a tool I’d be whatever there is that could
hit it. We were always fucking. It’s a mixed state of anger and wanting stuff, so I could
stamp my face on any coinage but this would not make me an endorsable just what
travels fast. We are hyperbolic like astronauts. We had lewd conversations between our
dogs. There were three hundred men. Shit they talked. It was a cluster-fuck of silos and
polite conversations, still I swear I’m just here trying to bring it though the more cunning
response is what.

If this paragraph had a title the title would be “how sorry I am for the business between
us” or “how sorry I am that you are not an extension of my hand so that you may turn
the back of your hand toward me and that you may use that hand on me which is my
hand and is also not my hand.” I don’t look at the words. I am a typist. There are objects
or settings outside of us in this city in the world: literature like so much sighing like using
language as if we understood words.

Men can green screen onto the Ponderosa a video of one beast who disembowels
another but the beast who is disemboweling is “the small and adorable beast who
others have bred and sold as a pet” the beast who is disemboweled is not alive or ever
living but a soft representation of a kind of living thing, that is it is a smaller stuffed lion

Anne Boyer
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without anything like its eyeballs or its stuffing. As part of an escape plan I have decided
to become a spaceship. This stands counter to my other desire to live as a worm. I am
hilarious.

I am hilarious as a spaceship because I am not very smart. I am hilarious as a worm
because I am. This is the condition we call softness. We are told to sleep. We follow that
command. It is only because I am stupid that I am able to identify this characteristic
in others. Conditioning Failure! or two women in their underwear at the market to buy
lettuce, onions, soap, squash. One wore a panda on her back and everywhere after the
rain there were worms, worms, drying out where there were once puddles and often as
big as sticks.

This is the condition we call softness. For most any man or affluent woman to be free
there must be others who will be slaves to them. Even among non-slaves there are many
beasts, some allowed their viciousness, other bred as pets. I had two jobs, both full time,
but decided to go to neither. I lost both. Five minutes before I had only been thinking.
What I was thinking was not contingent on the millennium. What I was thinking was “life
has been so hard for many of us and what we really need to do is rest.”
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Heather Christle

Earth Is the Clock’s Moving Part

I was trying to use the shark as a sundial
but the shark would not stay still he was
around me a circle I was afraid I would be
late I was afraid I would be eaten I was
desperate to find out the hour Was it
time to meet Mike Tyson The shark
was restless a circle I was afraid
of Mike Tyson but not as afraid as
Mike Tyson was of me

Heather Christle

Self-Portrait with Fire

They asked me if I was on fire and I said No no no no
no no no I did not want to make trouble I was lying I was
on fire on my legs and on my hands I was ashamed I tried
to hide my legs by kneeling I set the grass on fire The colors
were a pleasant green and orange combination I liked it and smoke
I was not in pain or on pain I was on fire and lying why
to the people Obviously they loved me were warm and pink
and vocal on a promising spring day with electric buds Electrifying
I mean I mean bright bright bright like a likeness of me I wanted
to gnaw and to gnaw on an extra large slice of my likeness
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Kat Sanchez

Control Burn

then the fires in los angeles died down
the thought of being redesigned
by an architect of gardens and hipbones
who’d loosen the wood and stucco
of la crescenta homes,
shake the dirt,
bring them away from the hills—
build bones around my bones,
climb the scaffolds,
stack bricks of well-proportioned concrete

los angeles on fire
burning down to the teeth
the gums
the heat that put curls in my hair
the wind that put them out
blows embers into backyards
takes this basin apart

homeowners in outrage
haven’t you cut down enough
cut higher cut higher move higher
move the blue jays out, but leave the bark beetles
so the mountains will burn

Kat Sanchez

let the hair fall out
and the scalp smolder black
with swing sets cars wet ash

the City said,
		
hurry—meet me here, off the red line. just
a few more blocks;
to new buildings drafted in longer lines
		
with less opportunity for
		
hot air rising at high speeds in updrafts
		
contoured
			
formed with a steady warmth
		
that travels upwards through the body
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Claire Donato

Introduction to a Visibly
Heterosexual Relationship
The following questionnaire has been created for a research project and contains
questions regarding loss and sexuality. Participation in this questionnaire is entirely
voluntary. All answers will be kept anonymous and confidential, though it is advised
you answer certain questions candidly: Where do you live? What is your age? In what
way do you understand the constraints of monogamy? Do you feel comfortable with the
gender roles ascribed to your biological sex? How do you perceive the color of
a blackberry?
The question of whether or not one should actively induce pain upon oneself or a
partner during periods of separation and mourning remains unanswered in this field.
While anxiety causes pale skin and mydriasis, so may total power exchange
and/or breathplay. Here, it is important to note the implications of scissors, white sheets,
bricks.
Should you decide not to answer a question while completing this survey, you may
leave the question’s answer space blank. At any time, feel free to consider the survey’s
creator, who has included textual narratives based on her personal experiences: (—
third gender, pansexual, fetishist;

ptarmigan, flower bed, disease

—) The use of the first-person voice may denote these interjections. For example:

Sometimes, my partner refers to himself as “we.” At night, I unstring the loop holding
a dress up at the nape of this person’s neck: watch it fall into the hollow of his
collarbone; listen for
breath.
					
Sometimes, the tension is irresolvable.

Kristin Ravel

Pond Near Mill

Matthew threw the seaweed near my face.
Told me his Mom had a dream the water wheel cut my arm off. Again.
The fish nibbled our toes. And sucked breadcrumbs inside themselves.
I know how to handle myself. In this mill town.
Matthew always thinks he’s drowning.
He tells me my legs are skinny. Like a deer.
Our feet peel the water’s surface. I tell him.
Listen. A pan fish’s fin will slice a finger like butter.
We probe the sky. We find.
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Kristin Ravel

Learning about Death and
Doornails
David lives in 1997. He admires deep-throated chants and all the sounds of a chalkboard.
David takes me where the sun was born. Where we can unwrap from our clothes. We tell
secrets. See tigers swim in the lake.
David is teaching me to grow my friends from seeds. He fills the ground with milk. We light
flares. We make others see we are here.
David shows me his paper route. Tells me to scribble red lines across the black and white.
He tells me it will make eyes bleed. I listen.
David is falling in love with me. He shows me how to use static. He watches all of my
mistakes.
David whispers he is a mountain climber. He knows about bear traps. About covering the
stems of wildflowers with blood.

Alice Notley
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In This Villain Story

The city begins in mind here in this villain
there’s just enough time if you give me the right directions
go all the way to the Grands Boulevards and turn left or right doesn’t matter
in the autumn deception of any wrongdoing you will find it
I spared him the mass criminality that the associates had in mind
all the way to the river straight on to the heart. These words will get you
everywhere but home.
Originally I’d agreed to give a reading. Did I agree to invade whole countries
there were wet trees and anger persuading the core of me to get even. You have done
everything to me. Up what boulevard
empty with the apartment buildings like necks no heads.
Anyone decides not to be soft on anything. We will not be soft on
any of your failures. The nature of reality has already been defined
everyone knows what it is. yellow pages, autos, vacations, cream from other
continents,
Shining it was the guy. I have to take some canned peaches across the
city-dividing river can’t make it to your party. No one wants us to be together
anyway, because we’re already in the same city isn’t that enough?
It is practically the oldest one. It’s old said the cabbie that is something
I had just returned again. We were heading down rue La Fayette
and had gone a back way around the Gare du Nord.
If you let me live I will make light for you. Only others can allow me to continue
to enact this shape. I found it in the crowded department store, manners of our extant
work: war for violent salvation. In obscurity one tells out of ancient impulse a story to the
river, as if to cleanse it.
One drinks to the dead solemnly in the dark bar. You can’t wear pants for this
occasion. I only have skirts in dreams.
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Alice Notley

In the story I make my way to the posh apartment of a certain poet
he asks me to translate from an older English, and I am doing this as I write
for I am haunting you and you are haunting me until that English opens.
The tension being territory occupied by one or another of us
yet my determined wings tax the lanterns until a flying condition would be all
I know. We will be toasted. I have a name pronounced sarcastically
the name counts, you know. Put on another dress. You’ll die, but this thought is
held in the eternal moment of non-death, along with past depressions and lost
earrings. And when I absentminded fold up the card table, all that is yours in the
tarot of her register, stuck to her cranial vision like meaning, would leave her eyes but
can’t. I’m meeting someone at the diner. If I don’t meet someone there’s nothing to do.
Do you know how
beautiful the people here are? I ask him. I don’t know how to say it. You have to
understand where we came from, he says. We didn’t come from anywhere, I say and I
stand by that.

Sean Kilpatrick

LaVey

I can tell a person’s blood type
by the latitude they’re facing.
By the orange lint one body coughs
I circumspect all light.
This tunnel grows my ammonia.
The fungus takes my eye.
I smell of bedpans everyday.
I clean sun off the window.
The speed by which I pink is
dentistry as contrition or stained
glass if you could hide there. (I chased
you from your lunch for a handier god.)
Did jumping jacks in the rectory
until braided preachers sped away.
For contrition, please go find your
revenge and execute it, slowly.
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Sam Pink

Self-Inflicted Contraceptive Idea

My hands become contraceptives.
And your contraceptive is your face.
We fill a plastic shopping bag with dead bugs and study them in the bathtub.
And I admit that sometimes right after I wake up I stand on my bed and try to jump my
head into the ceiling so my neck breaks.
Sometimes when you are not looking I take your shoes away from the front door and hide
them so you think you have disappeared. And that is half true.
Sometimes I wear my shoes while I am sleeping because I am worried the bad people will
try to cut my toes off.
I like to sleep with pants on so I can keep my hands in my pockets and feel safe.
If your jawbone fell off and mine did too, we could sleep upside down with our top teeth
clenched.
The window in my room is either what brings the entire world into my room or the thing
that keeps the entire world outside.
I never make a mistake.
Nobody is different I think we should just agree to be the most important people in each
other’s lives.
Every time I look at myself in the mirror on my showerdoor I look exactly the same. I
always look so tired.

Sam Pink

Since nobody is different I am the most important person in my life.
I never make a mistake.
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Sam Pink

I Still Have All My Teeth, Homey

Instead of a regular funeral just duct tape my body to a mattress and throw it into a forest
preserve.
I don’t want to be any trouble.
Make up a symbol for your genocide. Some people will think it is nice without
understanding it.
All of your relatives are dying no matter how much you love them.
The same thing is true no matter how much you hate them.
At the age of 25 the bones of the human body have fully hardened and traded pockets of
air for indestructibility.
At the age of 25 the human body has become a pocket of air.
I’m worried that there is a place bigger than earth and that it will find me and that I will
accidentally breathe it in and that it will stay breathed-in.
Or that’s already happened and that’s why I thought of what I just said.
Minus everything for me.
The air sews down what you leave behind in case you turn around and want to stay the
same.
Trouble.

Suzanne Buffam

On the Color White

By moonlight the lily dominates the field.
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Holly Amos
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with a poet’s belly
an erasure for Bob Hicok

braid porch light
to this moment
all moments
to a man
tick down
the back
the weighting
of time
around the same braid
the leavthe beg-

and coming
and ending

chromosomes
we
give
between pulled breath
inventing
stars to follow
to hang
my neck
amidst
a music of ghosts
I trace
sleep into

Holly Amos

one day I’ll touch the chord
(the ear would not stop listening)
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Travis Macdonald
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A. Minetta Gould

Wally’s New Lover Asks about
Egon
I enjoyed him much—
His life is so
brutal.

A. Minetta Gould

Reclined & Disrobing

As a still life I wear my nerves outwardly.
I cripple under water & tulip oil,
turned out an image of my grandmother.
The market is something worth mentioning this morning.
Rapture reflected in poignant glass. As a still life
I war with myself over my own shoulders.
I blade under such pressures, which is something
worth mentioning this morning.
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Kelsey Wright

GOD
If I Show Up at Your Place Can I Sleep?
Dear
Some guy just rubbed the rim of his beer bottle against my hip
while his girlfriend had her head against his shoulder.
Maybe he was just thinking of you,
		
your hand,
your hip.
Makes me aggressive		
un-clairvoyant.
And,
you’re probably just socially and internally confused;
the last creature to break into a sprint.
Maybe feral?
It is very un–hipster to run, you should be informed.
And it is
messed up.
You didn’t know what to do in the pre-dark
and were disoriented 		
dishonest.
Even if you’re second coming		
.
I’m cloistering
a wanting.
If I show up at your place
can I sleep?

		

***

Kelsey Wright

Dear
I don’t dream too much about me, don’t dream too much
about me too much 		
don’t hardly dream about you,
but wanna fuck you.
Holy.
Did you come home while I was asleep?
I had to go to the ER this morning.
Yeah. 		
It’s
is just spreading.
Paranasal sinuses: frontal, ethmoid, maxillary, sphenoid.
Osteomyelitis concerned: a polyp scanned.
I’m glad you’re not dying		
but you’re dead.
I watched The Harder They Come & ate pita bread
wished you had been there; wonder where you are.
Dark delinquent thoughts are present,
like of: ‘Belief
of the ‘good’ in you		
the ‘God’ in you?
If I show up at your place can I sleep?
Pastor said you want to
kiss me with all your glory,
is that truth or a dare?

		

***
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Kelsey Wright

Dear
When do you leave us		
and, do you return?
I will not apologize for questioning.
But I wish you knew that you were born to hold me,
that I knew this too.
And knew
oh so many,
‘Amens!’
I just wanted to let you know that you’re occasionally lovely
in theory,
and that you’re missing
sexy hot lesbian sex to Cat Power		
or are you?
This place is fucked.		
If I show up at your place can I sleep?
You’re asleep I’m wide awake.
Dear		
You know how to use your filthy mouth all right:
		
in prayer.

		

***

Justin Petropoulos
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[debt letter with orange peels]

The sun sets in the spine. She turns the page and misspells his eyes; scours her inseam
with orange peels in the dark, but she doesn’t recognize his fingers. He steams from her,
basically, like thymine. A second skin secreted from without herself.
Invisibly the statement follows by induction. When considering that there exists an ordering
such that the variable (n) denotes the dimension of the corresponding complex space. Lets
take for example the word inter( )ment.
A room balloons. Beyond its sills, border patrols convey our isosceles comings and goings
toward a perfectly elastic supply curve for labor under the guise of a national agricultural
initiative. The other day I watched a woman work soil from stone and even my cough
assembled slower. Our relief tendered from a single glacier. All this rain transgressing,
called back into being and being lost.
They give us everything here. I would be eating crow if I complained. They are kind, feed us.
But I spend hours arranging peppercorns: stick figures in the throws of a waltz, a pair of
spectacles. I had my own orchard. I miss it. Here we are just pacing. We chew cured beef,
dried apricots, sleep a bit, and talk. We are talking so much.
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James Shea

Poem by Tolstoy

June 18, 1850
Got up at 7:30; did nothing before 11; 11 to 12—music; 2 to 5—the estate; 6 to 8—
music; 8 to 11—toilet, music, and reading.
October 28, 1860
Sunday. The one way to live is to work. To work one must love work. To love work the work
must be attractive. To be attractive, it must be half-done, and well done. Cercle vicieux.
But what can one do? Fortune-telling, irresolution, idleness, melancholy, thoughts of
death. I must escape from this. There’s only one way. Force myself to work. It’s now one
o’clock and I’ve done nothing. Must finish the first chapter after dinner.
November 10
For ten years or so I haven’t had such a wealth of images and ideas as these last three
days. I can’t write, they are so abundant.

Lindsay Daigle

Sarai’s Survival Kit

I keep it buried behind the house, beneath
the basaltic brown soil and loess—a wooden
box, calm factory, filled with soul gold.
There is string, a jar of water, and the ghosts
of my never-to-be-born children. There is
a wandering splash of sand and a spoon.
There is time. There is a small version of me
for when he is with her, and there is another
for when he is not. I have etched onto the cover
of the box an S—S for still, S for save.
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Stephen Danos

Animal Transfer

As the reeds rushed to judgment, as jaundice meddled, as the sun burned the bridge to
curtail the plastid’s coup; I looked for hatchlings, cracked pods, rotten seeds. I found a
four-legged shadow in the mead. A thicket was my rest. Stopped, wiped my hands before
entering the tangle. I felt culprit—a tinker with small, smiling claws—when in landing
my mouth trickled acid. A staggering of fresh air. The horse binged on crabgrass in the
paddock. I crawled across his dehydrated hide, mane splotched by balding. With my
head sutured by hairs I knew nothing of losing, so nibbled his haunch. The horse gave
whinny and mouthful of hoof. His tail flipped, a stomp formed blueberry crud. A system
of puss slithered from his petite bite-wound, his fuss waned, and the horsefly missed the
snort, missed the victory trot.

Stephen Danos
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Comatose Crust

1.
Craw pleading he blamed the timid stoplight, its relentless waffling, how the intersection
was in his blind spot. The wreck reeked of hesitation, distressed central nervous.
Disaster dyed unsettling colors. I retraced some steps I never owned and spied a comet’s
cloud—all heat and dust, all distrust and plummet. I gave new names to every star,
concussed.
2.
Retired to a sterile chamber where I couldn’t bother you with cynical thoughts. If it makes
you whole, dissect me in the name of healthier science. Dedicate my bones to the
dinosaurs. Donate my blood to cavemen. The future of written language is wingdings,
finger-paints on walls.
3.
The nurses routinely clipped my fingernails. Hospital bed stilted on the marsh of chronic
wear. My monsoonal lungs prepared for the longing haul. During the protracted
sleepover: my sleeping bag an escape pod stuck in muck, jumbled in scum. A nutrient
tube slung over the bed’s grayish rails. There is a stumbling to lying completely still.
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Steve Roggenbuck

an abstract

we are so dark in this place. i chew a rubber hose until it breaks into another
piece. the way she leaves a room
pages of ripped poems. pages of ripped poems
i remember your wet hands. 5:30 barn lights,
watercans & rosebush
i will never stop. i love to cut grass. do you hear this
it was july, thank god

Steve Roggenbuck

i go into a field of flower bushes
with my dad’s car.
i drive the car onto them. dust rises into the
mirrors, i look
at the side
of my dad’s car. sky blue paint
job,
chrome hub caps, i turn off the car.
i’m near to a wood shack that has a sheet metal
roof. a bird
flies onto the hood of my dad’s car.
this is georgia summer i can’t believe it, 1997.
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Daniel Borzutzky

Resuscitation

I
I fell
I tripped over the horse corpse and its dead bones cracked
I was stuck between the horse legs and they came with a cleaver
Chop off the legs, they demanded
I chopped off the horse legs and the vermin that sucked on the dead beast scrambled
		
across the floorboards
I chopped the horse legs into thousands of pieces and they said what do you see
I said I see thousands of bone shards and blood and bits of hair and in each fragment
		
there are villages, towns, hamlets, inlets, streets, suburbs, cities, states,
		
and countries
Nations or countries? They asked
Countries
They took the cleaver and sat me on the splattered horse legs and my body was covered in
		
blood
They brought me stale bread and as I ate they said make something for us, a work of art,
		
with the horse legs
Hundreds and thousands of leg bits and in each one a city a state a country and I made
		
the biggest tower they had ever seen and when it was complete they
		
said: destroy it
I ran into the tower and horse bones flew everywhere
They fired thousands of bullets into the horse legs
They struck a match and asked me if I wanted to burn with the horse legs
I said yes I would like to burn with the horse legs but they said tough shit and pulled me
		
into the field by my hair
They ripped off my shirt and threw it into the flames
Find yourself another shirt, they said
Steal another shirt from one of the boys and don’t let them say you can’t have it
They fired a bullet near my feet and I ran towards the dormitories

Daniel Borzutzky
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The boys were sleeping
I found my friend on one of the bunks and asked him for his shirt
He gave me his shirt and wrapped himself in a moth-eaten blanket and I wanted to crawl
		
in his bed to keep him warm
He gave me his shirt and we both knew he would freeze and when I went outside they
		
said you shit how dare you take the shirt from a dying boy and they
		
beat me and called me a heartless coward
They ripped the shirt off my back and they said steal yourself another shirt
The sun on the snow and shadows merged into doors and rooms
Crawl inside the doors and rooms, they said
I crawled into the snow and stayed there until they grew bored of watching me freeze

II
They brought me to the tunnel
You watched me go inside
I saw your sketches on the walls of the tunnel:
A house, a small child playing, a tree, a dog, a ball of sunlight over a field of flowers
Erase, they said
They threw buckets and rags and bottles of bleach at me and said don’t drink the bleach
		
you worm
They sealed up the tunnel and disappeared and now I was in the dark and I could barely
		
see the outlines of your sketches
Erase all memory of her life, they said
I scrubbed the wall of your drawings and I scrubbed you away
I scrubbed the wall and I imagined I created you as I destroyed your drawings
Your legs appeared on the wall and I pulled them off and I did the same with your arms
		
and chest and face and mouth and hair.
I stood you next to me and side by side we scrubbed the wall to destroy what little trace
		
was left of you
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They cracked the tunnel door and for a second I saw sunlight
They opened a cage of mice and released them into the tunnel
They threw bread at us
I scrambled for the bread but when they sealed up the tunnel it disappeared in the
		
darkness
I listened to the sound of the mice chewing on the bread
I touched your head and it became a balloon
The warmth of my hand made your head swell with air and when your head exploded I
		
found a rag and a bottle of bleach.
I took a sip of the bleach and it was vinegar
I spit out the vinegar and watched your eyeballs sail down a river
I scooped up your eyeballs and tried to pin them to my chest
Your eyeballs dissolved into the cotton of my shirt and I imagined you could see inside of
		
me
I felt your eyes inside of my chest and what they saw was an endless drip
Your eyes said follow the drip so I crawled through the mice to the other side of the tunnel
		
where I heard water dripping from the ceiling
I stood beneath the drip and let the water fall into my hand
The water hit my hand one drop after another
I cupped the water in my hand and brought it to my mouth
I tasted you and you tasted like mildew and the drops went from my mouth to your lips
		
and it was good to know I could nourish you and feel your mouth in my
		
belly and hear you breathe as the mice ate through my pants and into
		
the hair on my legs
It was good to feel your mouth in my belly as the mice crawled on my face and head.
I knelt on the ground and prayed they would unseal the tunnel
You said they will never unseal the tunnel and you will rot here and I will love you
I felt your presence melt over me and together we refused to think
I carried your mouth inside of me as I lay down and refused to think

Daniel Borzutzky
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III
I followed your voice
You said go to the river and when I went to the river there was no voice and I looked for
		
you
I looked for your voice in the sand and all I found was a soldier’s jacket hanging from a
		
branch
I looked in the pocket and there was a stack of passports and I looked for you
A voice found me looking through the passports and when he said drop it I dove into the
		
river
The water was freezing and as I dove in I heard a gun shot and I sank to the bottom
I found your voice on the floor and I held it between my frozen fingers
I took your voice in my hand and prayed for it to give me warmth
I rubbed your voice against my chest and you said go back go back don’t leave go back
		
don’t leave
I pushed to the surface and my lungs would not open
The soldier held out a stick to me
He pulled me to the water and when I caught my breath he beat me with the stick
I told the soldier I had lost your body
He told me there were thousands of lost bodies and none of them would ever find
		
themselves
He said was the body blessed into heaven and I said there was no one to bless it to
		
heaven
He said I’m not a ghost though I look like one and he beat me with the stick until I was
		
unconscious
I woke up frozen without a passport but I found your voice
You said it is better to freeze than to melt but I did not believe you
You said let my voice drip over you and the heat will return to your body
Days passed
You disappeared as I waited for the heat and when you came back you were a rat and you
		
opened your mouth and said come in me
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I held open your mouth and looked into your body
I put my hand in your mouth and when you snapped at it I lay down and let my mouth fill
		
with foam
I said have you seen my mother and father and you opened your mouth and there they
		
were
I jumped into your rat body to be with my parents and we spoke of the good old days
You spoke of the good old days and your words were rain falls that washed my parents
		
away
The rain means nothing here
your voice said
The rain means nothing here and your voice was a machine that made my parents
		
disappear
You turned on the machine and typed in the code and when my mother and father
		
disappeared there was only the sound of rain in your rat body
I let the rain pour over my head and I wondered who I would be when I came out of your
		
voice
I felt for the pouch in my pants where I keep my passport
The soldier had taken my pants and all I had left was skin
I wanted to peel off my skin and dissolve into the tiniest voice
I started to peel the skin off my arms and worked my way up to my shoulder across my
		
neck to the other shoulder along the arms down to the hand
I peeled the skin off my chest and stomach and in my rib cage your voice said peel more
I peeled off my skin wishing to be what I would never become and you said forget and I
		
forgot the name of my father, my mother, my country

Zachary Schomburg

Breath-Holding Championship
for Steve Dawson

I surprise everyone with my exceptional performance in
the breath-holding championship. Around the 8-minute
mark, my last remaining opponent drops to his knees
and struggles for breath, the paramedics rush to his
side, oxygen masks in their shaky hands. Even after I
pass the world record mark, I feel calm, stronger than
ever, no need for a breath. I just stand there in front of
the audience, not breathing, while the clock ticks and
ticks. Despite my calmness, the audience panics. Their
faces are frightened and confused. They cover the eyes
of their children. Breathe, just breathe! they yell, but I
don’t need a breath so I keep not breathing. After a
while, the referee taps on my eyeballs. They can’t take
this moment away from me.
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Zachary Schomburg

Lake
for Bruce Schomburg

I dive into the lake and cut my chest open on a piece of
broken glass. The giant shard of glass goes through my
chest and out of my back. When I stand up out of the
water I look like a statue in a blood fountain. Someone
please help me I yell but there is only one person on
shore who can hear me, a woman with a baby. Here,
take my baby she says, and she walks into the water and
hands me her baby. But I’m bleeding to death I say. But
it’s for you she says.

Carl Aagesen

Epithalamion

Motivational speaking for scared brides
is just like you said you spend
Your whole life thinking of your
wedding day & then one day it is your
Wedding day & everybody looks at you
at the same time while you try
Your best, too looking the happiest you’ve ever
looked, dancing the very best you’ve ever
Danced, but you can’t look
& you can’t dance & you
Don’t have dads who don’t
dance or care
To dance what shame.
what utter
Shame
get
Your
gloves on
& do it right this time.
scream on
It, sleep on it use your face,
use your feet, use anything
You can do better
you can do better than that.
Bury him.
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Dora Malech

The End

Then they faced each other
on the porch and divvied up
the insults. He kept fussbudget,
bawl-baby and swivel-headed nabob.
She kept jerk, cock, pansy, clown.
Goodbye to the games of day-to-day,
she said, Peek-a-boo and Doorbell Ditch
which ended in splayed fingers
and an empty stoop as they vied
for the giving end of each disappearing act.
If she closed her eyes, he couldn’t see her.
She closes her eyes and he can’t see her
bearing down now on this distance and barreling
past the sod farms in the pig-smelling air,
listening to the faulty heat shield
which sounds to her like a man beating
a robot with a spoon, clattered complaints
from the car’s most dark and private parts.

Simone Muench

Self-portrait with Pistol

A sweet little kiss-off
beneath a proscenium arch, a bird singing
somebody’s going to get caught.
Swiss point curtains hide
a killer in a long corridor
& she is sweat-sweet, unweathered
by any moustached man,
is femme shimmer-spooling
her dress on a parquet floor
& there goes her husband over the bridge
pushed by a hatted shadow,
his body followed
by a cigar, arcing into long, deep water.
Capital divided by cost
of living equals an empty cartridge.
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Parker Smathers

Self-Birthday Card

Thinking too hard.
Let your ship sink.
Be one with the ground
The pavement is forest.
He said that the tiger is me.
He said he was talking about himself.
I want just to be here.
I promise I’m trying.
But the coffee and the sounds
say otherwise.
Anxious boiled grounds
that fill my lids with pitted ideals
soaked in images.
And I drown in them like
lovers in a trough of foamed milk.
I’m trying. I don’t want
to be the singer of the fast
lines lost in accumulating
piles of snow
like a museum selling
an idea of winter
to the tropics
people licking ice for the first time.

Parker Smathers

I’m sorry.
I couldn’t keep my sled together.
I want to be sealed
to the calm side of a casual boat
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Parker Smathers

Get on Board the Sixties

Let’s say you were born in 1950.
The Ramones don’t mean a thing.
You are one of the last to be from a small town.
You have a wire fence you can’t see
from the window.
You have a yard but no neighbors. People close
drives and good walks away, mailboxes on the road,
their yards aren’t yards, rather places
for things to rust and dry, and cages
for chickens and empty cages.
You go to your window and breathe smoke
toward the crack and feel the cold cut of wind
and sideways rain coming in.
Your parents are the people
who let you smoke in their house
when it’s raining.
The tall framed, white window boxes of boxed glass.
Frank Lloyd’s light pours squares on the faded wood floor.
Polish worn off by traffic from your past.
On board you think New York you think city
center of the world, right-hand side of the continent
where the sun is a pink flag tattering above you
on a pole.
Where the restless metalloids salesmen are tempered by
the artists who bump against them
in the dark.
Some soul hammers together a sign for a corner
in Times Square.
Somebody who lives there opens

Parker Smathers

a red envelope with a pair of unused scissors
and writes with a child’s Crayola
the computers are coming.
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Parker Smathers

Get on Board the Seventies

Fire takes down the Price’s house in one night.
Victorian, recently painted, in-town banker
with two sons.
The family stands in the yard, fire’s glare painting
them with the expressionistic black reservoir
of colorful violence and broken stillnesses.
It takes a fire to make us watch ourselves.
It speaks across the brown hills of California.
It pours through shaded windows then appears
in the middle of the street.
When you finally hear the Ramones
it’s your daughter playing the tape.

Andrew Terhune

Jeff Bridges

Jeff Bridges sells me Duracells.
Jeff Bridges tries to put me in a new Hyundai.
Jeff Bridges helps me with my Ameriquest mortgage.
Jeff Bridges tells me all about Baptist Memorial Hospitals.
It’s in this one, this dream I had in my parents’ house:
I need to contact Jeff Bridges for a job recommendation.
I can’t get a hold of Jeff Bridges,
he’s on the set of a movie and can’t be reached.
In the Birdhouse at the Memphis Zoo,
the security guard grabs me by my shirt collar and throws me out.
In the Birdhouse at the Memphis Zoo,
I spoke directly into a boxfan:
Please evacuate immediately, there is a fire, please evacuate immediately.
I wanted to sound like Jeff Bridges.
On my sixth birthday, we order pizza
and rent two movies from the gas station:
Ernest Goes to Camp and Tron.
Jeff Bridges is in Tron.
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Andrew Terhune

Sweeping the Corners

My therapist said that there are
people who can teeter on the
edge of insanity and blur the
line between this world and
the other. They are called
mystics.
*
That time we slept in was the
best time we slept in. I
wrapped myself in your
grandmother’s quilt and let
my feet hang and dangle.
Pressed my thigh against your
thigh and tried not to move.
When I roll over, I roll over
with a flop. I flop like a
whale.
*
Sometimes the sky is made to
be pink and I say to myself, self
why you look so blue and then
roll my eyes and dream of
California.
*

Andrew Terhune

I went bargain shopping in
Mexico. I haggled a man
down from 4 to 3 dollars for a
bottle of vanilla for my
brother. I wrapped it in a
blanket, packed it in my carryon and brought it home to
him.
*
In the kitchen I agreed to let
you cut my hair, nervous and
weighty your scissors grazed
my ears.
*
You said no one would like
me, because I didn’t have
three names. I wanted to lick
blue popsicles and turn our
tongues giraffe-tongue blue
and then sit on the curb and
read the jokes on the sticks.
But you didn’t want to.
*
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Andrew Terhune

I made the bed for you. I
fluffed the pillows for you.
I set the table for you.
Vacuumed the hallway, the
entryway, and the dingy corner
behind the TV.
*
I want a chair made of carpet
samples and swatches. I want
it to recline and recline in such
a way that lets me glance out
the window and see the stars.

Gregory Sherl
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I’ve seen enough movies to know
how to love
I like movies where they blow shit up,
where the dog lives but the extras die under broken
streetlights, their faces damp with cool wind.
Tonight we’re in a high rise and there’s a tsunami
so close I can taste the way your neck sweats.
Before it hits we cry like squeezed lemons.
Where does civilization go when it’s lonely?
When I’m lonely I draw your dimple on the sidewalk
with chalk. When rain comes I throw tennis balls
at the clouds. I call God a douchebag,
swallow soap because I feel guilty.
Touch the quiet sobs of a nuclear bomb,
touch the lemon seeds in your veins.
I am writing a screenplay for your clavicle.
Between the margins there are giants eating
other giants.
You are my toothsome religion.
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Jared Stanley

Earthly Travel

Tell me you weren’t happy.
Who knows how old you were
but you hadn’t yet abandoned
the cheap keyboards and cheap guitars
of this world for that other one
unseen from bus windows
and without thrift stores,
where the bestselling experts
in childcare dwell.
Your secondhand shoes
tap the gum-pocked pavement.
I swore like a nudist
I could be you, or at least
observe the skull language
under your hair, all the charismatic talk
and the staring.
Won’t you go on living?
No drum fears, dry blood on your nose,
envy, envy. In my shoes, scuffed under my pants
the hardpan is still hard under the pavement
salt under this earth of gone water
gone still.
Some passengers sleep on the marble
some eat hyponotic potato chips
others kick damaged boxes
across the terminal.

Jared Stanley

What is wrong with me.
You help the wretched,
and I swear. You get on the bus
and I insist “It’s here!
See the jaybird pull
petals from the rose dust?
It’s here! I swear!”
Wine stains
on my shirtfront.
The wine stains,
I looked up and
cried out to a burr
“there’s a tree
there’s an electric blanket
there’s a wood spirit
garbage eddies
decorative gravel!”
The moon empty as the bus.
I walk home. The cars
rattle, bass-heavy;
their tailpipes spark
and hit the ground.
The earth seems gone—
the bus slaps the moon out of the way
smiles down on me
full of fire and forgetful.
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Todd McCarty

Weekly Outlook

Monday
Despite financial catastrophe, you find that you’re most relaxed around small
animals. Now is a good time to distract yourself with dead languages. Wear
more blue. You can’t be noticed enough.

Tuesday
Your flair for people will come in handy sometime. Gossip is raging around
the water cooler. It’s your choice. Avoid muted tones. It may highlight a slight
hangover.

Wednesday
You didn’t anticipate the complications of a triple-shot latte followed by the
new client meeting. Your emotions are clear, but it’s best to muddy the waters.
Time to make plans to begin a new project again.

Thursday
If you aren’t in the mood to take care of someone today, follow your intuition.
That big thing you have been counting on glimmers as it recedes in the
distance. Play cool while others dash ahead.

Friday
They’re on to you. Look them directly in the eye and do not hesitate when they
ask you to take a polygraph. Make sure to pack the parachute yourself.

Karyna McGlynn
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Michael Chabon (American
Author, 1963-)
Boy’s Life—centerfold of Michael Chabon
		 barefoot in a vat of blackberries.
Ranger Rick—centerfold of Michael Chabon
		 surreptitiously unzipping his Old Navy fleece.
Scholastic—centerfold of Michael Chabon
		 French-kissing a turtle in Judy Blume’s Tales of a Fourth Grade Nothing.
Consumer Reports for Kids—centerfold of Michael Chabon
		 cradling a Green Lantern action figure in his foggy naval region.
Highlights Magazine—centerfold of Michael Chabon
		 in a West Virginia river, a dead deer slung over his shoulders.
Seventeen Magazine—centerfold of Michael Chabon
		 walking hand-in-hand through an autumnal woodland with Neil Gaiman.
Cricket—centerfold of Michael Chabon
		 up to his floury elbows in matzo as daisies pout on the windowsill.
Tiger Beat—centerfold of Michael Chabon
		 suggestively adjusting his bolo-tie in a New Mexican yurt.
Sassy—centerfold of Michael Chabon
		 as a shirtless van-surfer in Teen Wolf Three: Las Vegas Loves Me!
Bop—centerfold of Michael Chabon
		 with his arms inside an unraveling sweater: “I  Carnegie-Mellon.”
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Karyna McGlynn

One little person gets shot at the
RV park
and suddenly the place is flooded with search lights and math rock. Men with boring
haircuts pick up plastic deer, shake the spare keys out of them, put them back down.
They’ve got me bike-chained to the picnic table because I’m the prime suspect. Because
somebody told somebody that I’m the type of person who leaves her suitcase unattended
at the airport. All the detectives are drunk; it’s Oktoberfest. Between interrogations they
pound on the picnic table, demanding meats and puddings. “What is your occupation?”
asks a man with a sweaty red mustache. “Adjunct Professor,” I tell him. “What subject
do you teach?” asks a man who looks 8-months pregnant. “Freshman Composition,”
I answer. Their lips quiver like bowstrings and I can tell the facts have not fallen in my
favor. It’s as if they’ve had a collective epiphany: all their lives I’ve been forcing them into
too-tight pants. “I don’t have a motive,” I tell them as they check the box on the form that
says that I do.

Alan Michael Parker

Science Fiction
after Linda Pastan

In the bad science fiction novel where I spent my twenties,
flamboyance got the girl and distracted the authorities,
repartee more effective than the cutest little gun.
I was on another planet, with my hopes:
there were so many suns and moons,
too many to make sense of any god.
Stowed away for the future, I woke to
find myself older, in the cold lie
of cryogenesis. How could anyone tell
who was real? Everyone looked real.
Then there was the bar scene, and the wing man,
and the Shakespearean opportunity to choose
between a lover and a friend.
Then there were the bombs.
Where I tried to live, the surface of the planet
was deceptive, and I was deceived:
the darkness was a promise rather than a threat.
If only I hadn’t made so much of lying
about my identity, I might have held on
to my brother when we walked apart in space.
Still, I was made for television,
even when the shooting started and the stars
accelerated, and the ship rocketed
the hero to the illusion of another life.
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Zachary Green

A Solar Storm in the Cockpit

regurgitates neon crosses
		
twice and hillside.
The man wraps his beard around his mouth
calls out chassis models at every rest stop
670 Bolo with a moose guard.
Everyone’s breath smelled of gunpowder
skin was steel
		
eyes behind smoke in eyes.
The seat is never comfortable
the way I had imagined it
		
like animal suede.
Montana, a bison in the ear
I turn my head and elevation
the lake spills over
and it’s still not comfortable
something cedar in my heart.
These voices all sound like friends
These voices sound like friends
I count plates of earth where the lines
dash then score

Zachary Green

1, 2 . . .
Uncomfortable about 3
binary, evenness.
The man in the beard wears overalls.
He carries me in his pouch
		
and sets me to the land.
I say Elk
and the mountain spills over.
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Zachary Green

I Could Not Eat the TV Dinner
Dessert
The ‘90s were teal and a light-up shoe;
they were mom days.
I got back to the Star Wars aisle
in Wal-Mart
maybe I touched Princess Leia?
I was bitching
the car seat could have really hurt me
and my Goldfish cohorts
so at home I felt safe by the hands descending—
at commercial break
—hands descending papier mâche mountains
with Transformers.
I can’t help but call this
the season of nostalgia—
I’m really a dickhead for saying so (look at my adult-words!)
I need to take human-breaks
to know that moving down stairs fast
is a big deal.
My mom never called me a shit,
but I know what she meant.

Kelly Forsythe
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On the First Warm Day My Sister
and I Drive to the Pool
Me, taking long, limped
to the car on a foot
tender from surgery.
She drives to where
I will be able to nest
in dry crabgrass, we
watch what happens
to the road. When she
turned fifteen a boy picked
her, then came to our driveway.
I watched, the birth of this
event like the birthing of a
calf, terrifying,
the angles of her hair strawcolored and magnetic, suddenly
she, a new animal having been
for so long something enclosed.
We turn to the round graveled
lot of the pool, her eyes not green,
her body and face cool shelters
making promises to nest me
safely somewhere, stow me away.
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K. Silem Mohammad

from The Sonnagrams
Author’s note: Each Sonnagram, including its title, is an anagram of a standard modernspelling version of one of Shakespeare’s Sonnets, containing exactly the same letters in the
same distribution as the original. The title is composed last, using whatever letters are left over
once I’ve assembled a working sonnet in iambic pentameter with an English rhyme scheme.

Very “WWW TTT, WWW TTT”
(Very “WWW TTT, WWW TTT”)
Give us this day our National Review,
Forgive us our holistic mushroom tea,
And lead us not to Captain Kangaroo,
For thine is all the killer leprosy.
Thy television has to be obeyed;
Thy rhythm method makes me pitch a tent;
Noshing thy Hostess Fruit Pies in the shade,
We built this stairway to mismanagement.
Good golly bathhouse towel gladiola;
Deficient hot potato sonic boom;
Trimonthly antisemite Pepsi Cola;
Nevada doghouse sports team handsome groom.
My goodness, how now, hot wow, trim my tree:
Deny thy shyest, hottest nymph to me.
____________

[Sonnet 26 (“Lord of my love, to whom in vassalage”)]

K. Silem Mohammad

Vinyl, VHS Cassettes, CDs,
DVDs . . . Shhhhhhh,
Fleshly Dust! Scythes Fly
Stratford-on-Avon tennis coaches suck;
They startle every time a motor revs.
I loaned a fundamentalist my truck;
His chimpanzee had sex in it. Whatevs!
This filthy Scottish restaurant is lame;
I’m not a fan of haggis in a cup.
I hate when Sly Stallone bursts into flame;
Spontaneous combustion burns me up.
It worries me to see spaghetti wiggle,
To lose a second war in Vietnam;
Tyrannosaurus chewing on a pig’ll
Turn anybody Hebrew but my mom.
Adam condemns Eve’s Freudian ideas,
Her violent Lacanian diarrheas.
____________

[Sonnet 35 (“No more be grieved at that which thou hast done”)]
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Juliet Cook

Nellie Oleson Compares Me to
Her
She says she has banana curls and I have spit curls
spit up by a mangy mutt cur. I have plain old plaits
with split ends like a witch’s broom bristles. Sweat
curls, sweat bees, worker bee versus the queen bee
in her bonnet. Her sweet honey combed head.
My messy animal turd mud pie is so icky.
She says she has refined tastes and candy stick lips.
I have a thick tongue coated in tar.
She sticks out her tongue to show me how pink.
Fine-grained sugar granules fly into my eyes
as if to remind me that I’m blurry salt water.
Nellie smirks, smacks her gum and licks her lips.
She cocks her head. She tells me how it is.
I’ve never tasted a rich girl’s hard candy and
I don’t even know what a jawbreaker is.

Matt Reeck

Frame of Reference

January 1, 2001 was a Monday.
Americans watch 64 days of TV a year.
No news source is transparent.
High-voltage wires may cause cancer.
Pakistan’s sovereignty is at issue.
Bach had 20 children.
The priest wrote a character reference.
Yves Bonnefoy taught at the Collège de France.
Lance Armstrong is a cancer survivor.
An aphid is not a mosquito.
Blue is a concept with flexible boundaries.
I have no opinion about Roy Orbison.
I want to memorize the Canterbury Tales.
Most people can’t identify five trees.
“Suture” and “tutor” rhyme.
The first manned US space mission was Project Mercury.
Polonium kills.
Every second I’m ignoring just about everything.
I’d like to take back the guns we sent to Africa but don’t know how.
It’s hard to have conversations with people who don’t speak your language.
A language establishes rules for meaning.
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Matt Reeck

Not everyone wants to meet you.
People stop listening after 45 seconds.
The Lions’ Gate is at the entrance to ancient Mycenae.
I don’t know how to say “Mycenae.”
You’ll have to piggyback me across the mud puddles.
Few farmers know their Caesars.
It was a Godard film so naturally I fell asleep.
Deepak Chopra is a famous pop psychologist.
I don’t believe in horoscopes but read them anyway.
I fear the worst when I don’t hear from others on time.
It’s hard to please many people but I often try.
My father dressed up as Santa and I left the room.

Colleen O’Connor

Shotgun

You stop fighting in the front seat of his car.
You splay. You remember the time in the
sixth grade when the short boy called your
legs fat and you notice the hair prickled on
your knees. You have seen a movie: a man
fucked a prostitute against the bathroom
wall and finished. He fell back, out of her.
Her body hanged loose, languid, the nape
of her neck impaled on a towel hook. You
remember the glass of her eyes. You try to
remember her alive, picture her shaving her
legs, the razor gliding along the back curve
of her knee. She is standing in the shower,
twisted, her neck strained, arm stretched
toward the back of her calves. You have
stopped fighting in the front seat of his car.
Your hair sticks to the glass of his windows.
You don’t know what to do with your hands.
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Amber Nelson

from The Tesla Files:
Autobiography
3.

In longing to be
a magnificent animal
of Arabian breed
in the winter,
urgent—
a night of wolves.

Amber Nelson

4.

Mom makes wishes:
ties three knots in an eyelash—
blow & poof.
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Amber Nelson

6.

peach fever
uncomfortable camphor
wet & bitter paper

Amber Nelson

9.

Play as a child:
a pop gun in piston & hemp
& later swords
My arrows, when shot, disappeared from sight.
Or buried into.
Tighten the stomach
into a crocodile.
I was fed like a canary.
Pined for mechanical flight:
nothing more than a rotating shaft, flapping wings,
unlimited power.
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Amber Nelson

10.

The brushes gave trouble, sparking badly
to paint & burn a life.
Thought of & so developed
“passionate desire” & “seven-league boots.”
The deep impression of that magic city,
a coil giving sparks of five inches.
Not long enough uncoiled & (turned to dust).
It was an exquisite pleasure.
I obtained powerful discharges of 100 feet.
All aflame & alight.

Zach Kolodjeski
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Re-Reading the Last Page of a
Novel Aloud
how bright and streaming, but the water is choppy, cut
slapping the concrete as it raises itself up and out, a vast undulating ribbon
that teases a jogger too close to the edge—“Oh!” her cap is gone.
and there are all these dark places on the lake—dark men built like
rectangles—no, I mean, the water, the water I’m talking about is
blackened in the light by the shadows from the buildings
looming on the shore.
yesterday, the night before finding something or someone to blame.
a nipple probably shouldn’t have followed you into the dark
corner of the basement. um, er, uh, this glass was not made to
rest on a fence post, though this will not stop me from trying—don’t you dare
don’t even try don’t even—those hands, it will not be tolerated.
DEVASTATING! “what’s-your-face you seem like a nice guy/girl”
let’s make a clean break.
in the park a swarm of gnats is silhouetted in a single beam of light
slicing through the trees. big breasts, rollerblades. pretending
that she’s following close behind. admiring behind—why does everyone
cut across that same spot in the lawn? I cannot help looking at myself
reflected in the shop windows, smiling, look! watch me tousle my hair, look!
my shorts most likely reveal my penis, which fell through the slit
in my boxer shorts a few blocks back.
a beer and a dark festering cancer, a growing black caviar of fear or distaste—
I mean, I meant. that the slight, lilting rain made the night blurry, winding
the pavement wet with the koreans from the restaurant staring menacingly, slamming
their car door. I’ve got a broke in head on the elevated—wait.
you are a performer. perform! plant a mustache on my upper lip! am I forgetting
to tell you how you make my penis feel? or is it too soon to tell? look!
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Zach Kolodjeski

ha. haha. ah. ha. EXCRUCIATING! a period piece, a shower
awaiting the inevitable. sleep and that dream where I have three penises.
run. run.
run.
Ron was at the seven eleven.
Or tease was in my mailbox.
J decided when we would make a cake.
I sat with matt and talked about women. spoke. of raw fish. of fish.
of fish eggs.

Zach Kolodjeski
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In Response to Fears of a Four
or Five Month Draught
under pretense,
a thick mittened hand holds slick handlebars and a coffee cup trembles
in the soap dish. a dissonant sigh exhaled through the mouth
tickles the back of her neck, her inner thigh.
delinquent and innocuous,
the same markings appeared across his body and it was perhaps then
that he first could see the tiny hands of the children waving from the shore.
maybe if I was you I would be an asthmatic.
with you he holds a sea,
oh-so-unfathomable,
yet rich and blue in the shallow end
with the buoys and the life preservers—
mom is probably excited to meet herholyshit.
as if to play on monotony, there he was, kneeling before the oncoming mini-van
with his head raised, and his eyes focused on the moon that had for no apparent reason
loitered in the sky till midday.
we are beluga whales who drink, smoke, and play cards.
seemingly asleep, he sat up and uttered “this is experience” three times.
the suburbs let out a high pitched whistle into the crisp night air, calling all
the dogs and the children back to their mothers.
dubious and sincere,
the conversations veer off path into seaweed gardens—
thick cloying masses of slime and green. we emerge like swamp things.
we drink like gills.
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Zach Kolodjeski

in so many words, 		
a tattoo was held to the light
and seen to be faded. the creature now fumbling, now blasphemous,
pokes at your belly button,
slides against the end table. a cassette tape is discarded, retrieved,
and discarded again in the entryway.
habla
se habla
un poco
de nada
de nada.
wanting for pieces is stupid,
you fuckhead.
awake on your bicycle. say “this is experience” once or twice.
if I had coined the phrase, “float your boat” people all over the world would be sinking.
here, the great man would like to make a self-indulgent venn diagram,
contrasting himself with a beluga whale, but opts to instead to
depict himself as an elongated summersquash infused with a brainstem.
how cool is that?
				

so cool.

with a constricted chest, he may evoke sympathy—
don’t touch megoddamnit.

Amanda A. Abraham

Friday, April Thirteenth

Down the Trail I dial your number
I killed your game and you cut it short
We drown in gin
I fetch your things
Pat my head like Quiche Lorraine
The dog, running out with my tail
between my legs, minus one shoe
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Mathias Svalina

I Want to Talk with You about Some
Totemic Ghosts Hovering & Stacking
for Shelton Walsmith
In the famous postcard of Picasso
standing with the local people
of some small town in Alabama
in front of the charred body
of a lynching victim, I never know
how to interpret his smile,
or, for that matter, the swastika
carved into Renoir’s forehead
in all his self-portraits. The nuns
in Sunday school taught me
to separate the artist from the art,
the foundation from the cathedral.
When I cut my thumb I expect blood
& what I get is blood. When the future
arrives it’ll be blood & blood &
blood & blood & thus resembling
the past & the present. When you take
a photograph, Shelton, I can see
your reflection in the brown bag
that you place over your head.
I can always find the bits of you
that have fallen off while painting
& scuttled off into the corners
to breed & to gnaw on every
thing that becomes food.

Eric Unger

River Rumination on the Meaning of
Silence Passed
Photocopied rose
on white paper square
folded in half. My résumé
frequency, elasticity
rose pose. Mile road.
Baked, clambering shells
aligned along pull cart axis
broken handed coach path.
Pilfer sacks, capes
to reapportion booty,
evening light repast.
Can’t decide whether to go
to Budapest or Berlin tomorrow.
Two arms are pulling at me.
Checkerboard heart
on white paper wall.
Lithographed fen
would still be possible
seeing this place from paper
out of powder eyes.
Sedges take root in wet
low land. I only needed reeds.
Let stand. Rushlike fertility
frond. Soldered corners.
Thatched walls. Out of kitty litter.
Out of mind. Should have stayed
at the center. One moment.
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Eric Unger

Hand metes out water table template.
Seen from underneath, land up.
Back to the body. Today I failed
to water the yard, thwarted
by yard guards. A yarrow yard.
A plot to sustain nourishment, mulch.
Careful rows. Twine fence.
You thirst in my breast.
I travel to you. Lime peels
on a granite outcropping
loop arms. I discover your remains.

David Dodd Lee

In the Fine Time of Warriors

Latin for it, buried deep, in tongues
TONGS
Next, install the Skep-to-kill Driver
A few individual peas roll around on the dinner plate
TOES
Toes to die for
Under the earth there are tunnels and caves full of harvester ants
The guy’s name was John
Black Beauty gets it in the end
John the jackass
A couple of times I actually lost my driver’s license
Jock Sturges thinking hard about death at Block Island
Incest, and patricide
Trees droop arthritically over the big flat river
The carp—fat Buddhas
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David Dodd Lee

There is no king of pop
I put some mustard in her canyon
So fancy
It takes two hours
This convenient above ground pool makes perfect sense for most homeowners

Jeremy Schmall

The lesson remains:
conquer and accumulate
and whenever possible humiliate your peers.
Thank you for the lesson, handsome stranger.
You’re quite welcome.
Then a kitchen table. A titanium wristwatch.
The sitcom ending in polite applause.
Wolves that have cornered us
in the hallway of our parents’ house,
our snouts stained with red table wine.
Though that’s not how it ends, which is closer
to electric shock hidden in a handshake.
The fullness of sleep enjoyed at the wrong time.
Your uncle’s tool shed
out by the drained swimming pool.
In many ways we’re only fingers & stomachs,
& in other ways a cable to hang laundry from.
I’m not blaming you, exactly,
this notice is simply to inform you
of impending legal action.
You can grow rice & you can eat rice
& then what?
Get your elbows off the table
& finish your Brussels sprouts.
The time is come.
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Rodrigo Toscano

from Eight Views from a Corner of
the New Open World
III.
Your face (. . . wow . . .)
Toward culturalist positionalities
Maybe he can still write
The history of silicon and magnesium speaks
Silly, you stop being silly
This alleyway in particular
But that being produced ten, twenty, thirty anti-beings
You shook me out of my own fatigue
Another one came out (. . .whoa . . .)
Clot, an inert mass
It’s for those who want to so-called “love”
Because we—are being—quite—“serious”
A plated syntax once dominated, perhaps still does
Because if not, I’ll flee . . . I won’t return, I won’t come close

Rodrigo Toscano
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Ocho Vistas desde un Rincón del
Nuevo Mundo Abierto
III.
Tu cara (. . . wow . . .)
Hacia posicionismos culturalistas
Tal vez todavía pueda escribir
Habla la historia del silicio y del magnesio
Simple, no seas simple—tú
Este callejón en particular
Pero ese ser produjo diez, veinte, treinta anti-seres
Me sacaste de lo fatigado mío
Salió otro (. . . huy . . .)
Coagula, una masa inerte
Es para los que quieren disque “amar”
Porque—nosotros—estamos—“en serio”
Antes dominaba la sintaxis plateada, tal vez todavía
Porque si no, huiré . . . no regresaré, no me arrimaré
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IV.
In the most immediate pocket of your gray pants a matchstick can be found
Oppressive modulation from the Middle East
The boredom of Philadelphia
The frescoes are just now barely blurring
Rubbishy Romans rowing
Could there be anything more seductive than being “happy”
But I don’t eat you, learned one
I mal-digest you
And so the route toward being “happy”—opens out
Climber dreamy nations
Sparkling titanium moment
The aging of New York
The artificial vigil is no longer “reproduced”
The resolve to not be—a hostage

Rodrigo Toscano

IV.
Se encuentra en la bolsa más inmediata de tu pantalón gris un fósforo
Modulación opresiva del medio oriente
El enfadamiento de Filadelfia
Los frescos apenas se van borrando
Romanos marranos remando
Puede haber algo más seductor que lo del estar contento
Pero no te como, sabio
Te mal digiero
Así que la ruta hacia al estar contento—se despliega
Naciones soñadoras escaladoras
Momento chispeante titanio
La ancianidad de Nueva York
El velorio artificial basta de ser “reproducido”
La resolución de no ser—rehén
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Sarah Elliott

the back of a woman in a cornfield

her silhouette
leaves in a tossed
mix
of husks, stamped
beneath her feet
skeletons of fall.
a safe landing for
a home, a walkway
body and blood.

pale, pastel
wind
overhead
like old skins,
she breaks
open
the heart
beating
devotion.

wandering like november
against the sky. bruises of clouds
and the rotted straw
goes forgotten.
the brittle
silence
to nest on, to plant
under her sternum,
to repeat after.

Note: “beating under her sternum, body and blood. devotion. to repeat after,” was taken
from Cecily Park’s Field Folly Snow
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Wetlift

I had on the incest helmet. The stitching encombed my splintered head. The zits in legion,
purring syrup. My mother in the den had choked a john. We would eat his skin off plates of
velvet. The light would grovel in our eyes.

Among the glue that held up Jad’s room, we’d wear the gown and take turns rowing on the
leak. The room in certain ways went on forever. Jad’s back had scabs large as my head. I
could sometimes fit inside them and there drink the camphor from his need.

Slick in the gasoline-reek of my crying, the house would blacken down. 1 of 1 billion
houses, humming. There never was a fire lightand yet my mouth would fill with hot
saliva. I’d keep my eating in my head. I’d carve me out from the inside.

Jad’s cock with the tumor grown up his urethraour own form of contraception. Our dads
would serve us meat on paper masks. When the masks were clean we then could wear
them. The blood would stick between my teeth.

My tongue over Jad’s driest lesions would make the house erupt in song. We’d burst
the vinyl with our blowing. My lungs would sting inside against my knees. I did not want
anyone to think I’d loved him more than I could, for there was never enough time.
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I am only so much ham.

Years before I swoll up, I could often not think of my name. The trees would crumple where
I touched them, slewing melt out of their knots. The see-thru wire we unraveled around
the house to keep us young in the night would appear chinked around my wrists and ass.
I became fatter. I’d shit blood and organ powder. My fright could not get out. Jad, for all
his lifetimes, would squeal and help me peel away the quicking layers, though for each
we shucked, I grew back double, and the stink would kill the light. Some weeks, for almost
eons, we kissed and hacked not even knowing where we were.

I learned my math and spelling from the junk that came washing out of me in boil.

Meanwhile, Jad would tie me down and teach me all of what he’d seen mother teaching
others with her lungs.

I began with growing my moustache over my whole bodya kind of gown all of its own.
Jad would comb me with the teeth he’d lost and the tickling kept us warm.

“Don’t let the street erupt my brother, Brother,” I would chew into his ear, my own, lasting
edition of our Braille.
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When mother for weeks would walk off into the smudge carrying a hammer, we would eat
the Christmas cards and candy jewelry we’d been given for our minds.

Even in mother’s absence, men would show up at the house. They dressed in white
denim, sheer enough to show their nipples, long and steel-pierced in the way of holy men.
For coffee money, Jad would sing the Terror Anthem in their flab folds, or simply put his
hands to use in rhythm with our rub. For another fee, I’d remove the incest helmet, and let
them see where there the worms had turned my scalp into a goo.

In the mornings I’d mail our payments to the man who owned the lock that fit our
keythe man who cut Jad’s ear off for safekeeping, in wait for days when there’d be
something here to hear.

Jad, the name my father’d gave me to cover over mine, which I’d then given on to Jad for
safekeeping while I let the nights sink in my brine. My muscles brown as pygmies, going
goosy when I talk. So loose some nights I would become the mother, and I could taste the
days that we’d dissolved.

My fat so cracked around me there are often homes where I could slither into and play
dead. Corridors of stretching gristle. The doorknob of my chub. My knotted mansions
where Jad will wonder who has hid in there, who has yet to come unstuck.
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I don’t tell Jad about the weekends when he’d stay sleeping and what my arms would do
to me alonewhat wish I’d wasted in my slowing, slurring my chunking reams after some
sun or lock or den.

I don’t tell Jad how I seem emptyhow every door I find inside me leads me only further
on for more. The words in sift, made of my ashes, how every inch of me had also burned,
and how in the burn, despite my glowing, my body was not mine.

The corridors, in rugburn, to the skins of men all wished to zilch.

There in the hummer of the nothing.

Where the type burns through the mind.

Where for each layer of my family, coming open, the night has already drunk its groggy
seal straight through itselfthe night rewound and blowing opennight that bleeds
between my thighs.

y. madrone

we are each one of countless.
cottons
pillowed from their wood. we take
land for a while
to make new until gathered and unbound
we build and squat.
take flight simultaneously,
sew bits of trash to one another, we complete
with discards. trained and unhitched
we travel by song and preferred flavors.
ungendered and crow colored beneath complexes
we are everywhere
cawed and thrifty we don’t scare easily
but enjoy fields and rooftops.
unencumbered we make cloth
to eat off—to shake out.
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attributed

opportunistic, swoop and snatch at everything soaking. all things exquisite not-just
any-gull enchanted. we lower guilty heads when gone overboard
or forgotten, the carrion whale, an uncommon temptation but halting.
race-track divers break sixty easily. also drown
or freeze due to mouthfuls.
usually endemic but we aren’t. protected and highly. fathom
no less than four meters, willfully. not-just any-gull will
congregate. but we do, in the thousands along ragged island edges,
to catch without release the spawning salmon. adapted toes, or adept aging.
our territory or graces passed through tense
suppers of missing members
yet unmet. scatter down and welcome
important guests. in the proper place of birth. sound surrounds a long arm
high tree any-gull could perch guard of. voraciously. return to build over.
nestle. larger than any others
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wailing disrupted, the meteor shower. not-just any-gull paused. gravely
that new silk blouse blown away due to light. an omen for sure.
claimed specifically and watched carefully. busy with visionary
moments. not-just any-gull interrupted as an emblem to seek and live up to.
run out on things to say. on bright yellow feet and bright irises. taloned
while identical, but not-just. undistinguished in plumage consternation.
any-gull twenty-five percent more of everything
except luck. to reach a different sort of maturity,
not-just approval. omen morphs into weight bearing. a preference
for bodies. greater circumference and depth. brittle shells cannot withstand brooding,
biomagnified. meals of old poisons, not-just any-gull has died of. small percentages.
naturally selected as otherwise. unsterile birds take turns
clutching, staying put. take. turns just eagle-eyeing to drown out or succumb.
preyed on, quickly become an apex predator. not-just
the wild knows this
tributary.
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12 Manhoods

Pathetic men run from scissors
Real men run with hammers
They hammer with a wedding in their mouth
and their woman on the pillow sheet
Pathetic men smell like broken revelations
They only build their trenches with Kleenex
Real men dominate the axis of televised truth
and they also address themselves as “motor”
Men. Tomatoes. Men. Raw Meat.
Men are intended to be carbonated
Boys are the debris that floats through
Their fathers concentrate on cement
Fathers focus on cement with eagles balanced on their noses
They comb their hair back and curse in a series of Virgin Marys
The brothers keep themselves busy with circles
They use the word ‘blood’ every 3 minutes
Look at father and brother cross themselves
before the revolution in the jukebox
They look like annotated anarchy
They taste like mutilated mucus
Family man decisions bounce from door to square
Dance from screen to plastic bag

Louis Bardales

Masculine roles minister to harvesting bats
Vomit a celibate plethora of facial hair
It was once an electric thing to do, be a man
But now that the light bulb flickers, it’s tobacco
Coffee mug frenzy in the morning, says man
Bottle dream bouncing at night, says boy
Yes I believe in everything acrylic, says man
No I have not been in a mother’s womb, says boy
Later on, the promise can be finger painted
Right now, the act can make balloon figures
This is true because father is papa
when ink spills dryness or when the sun wears a dress
Son only sings and he sings like a man
sings, “Dress is garment on body with face
great demolished with paint lovely blushing
like nails sexy schizophrenic ready to go
hunting.”
dear papa, weigh the balanced number
dear son, write the number down and hunt
dear brother, wait for the static to find you
Seasonal Men wear the oak on their heads
Real men knock on wood.
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